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1

Question 1
Some high schools require a drug test of those who want to play sports or participate in
other school activities. Before adopting this policy, your superintendent has decided to
ask students for their opinions.
Write to the superintendent stating your opinion. Persuade him/her to agree with your
view. Write your response in the Answer Document. (18 points)

Writing Applications 6-Point Rubric
6

This is a superior piece of writing. The prompt is directly addressed, and the
response is effectively adapted to audience and purpose. It is
exceptionally developed, containing compelling ideas, examples and
details. The response, using a clearly evident organizational plan, actively
engages the reader with a unified and coherent sequence and structure
of ideas. The response consistently uses a variety of sentence structures,
effective word choices and an engaging style.

5

This is an excellent piece of writing. The prompt is directly addressed and
the response is clearly adapted to audience and purpose. It is very well
developed, containing strong ideas, examples and details. The response,
using a clearly evident organizational plan, engages the reader with a
unified and coherent sequence and structure of ideas. The response
typically uses a variety of sentence structures, effective word choices and
an engaging style.

4

This is an effective piece of writing. While the prompt is addressed and the
response adapts to audience and purpose, there are occasional
inconsistencies in the response’s overall plan. The response is well
developed, containing effective ideas, examples and details. The
response, using a good organizational plan, presents the reader with a
generally unified and coherent sequence and structure of ideas. The
response often uses a variety of sentence structures, appropriate word
choices and an effective style.

3

This is an adequate piece of writing. While the prompt is generally
addressed and the response shows an awareness of audience and
purpose, there are inconsistencies in the response’s overall plan. Although
the response contains ideas, examples and details, they are repetitive,
unevenly developed and occasionally inappropriate. The response, using
an acceptable organizational plan, presents the reader with a generally
unified and coherent sequence and structure of ideas. The response
occasionally uses a variety of sentence structures, appropriate word
choices and an effective style.

2

This is a marginal piece of writing. While an attempt is made to address the
prompt, the response shows at best an inconsistent awareness of
audience and purpose. When ideas, examples and details are present,
they are frequently repetitive, unevenly developed and occasionally
inappropriate. The response, using a limited organizational plan, does not
present the reader with a generally unified and coherent sequence and
structure of ideas. The response is exemplified by noticeable lapses in
sentence structure, use of appropriate word choices and a clear, readable
style.

1

This is an inadequate piece of writing. There is a weak attempt made to
address the prompt. The response shows little or no awareness of
audience and purpose. There is little or no development of ideas, or the
response is limited to paraphrasing the prompt. There is little or no
evidence of organizational structure. The response is exemplified by severe
lapses in sentence structure, use of appropriate word choices and a clear,
readable style.

0

The following are categories of papers that cannot be scored: off task
(complete disregard for the writing task identified by the prompt),
completely illegible, in a language other than English, or no response.

Writing Conventions 3-Point Rubric
3

The written response is free from errors that impair a reader’s
understanding and comprehension. Few errors, if any, are present in
capitalization, punctuation and spelling. The writing displays a consistent
understanding of grammatical conventions.

2

Occasional errors may impair a reader’s understanding of the written
response. Some capitalization, punctuation and spelling errors are present.
The writing displays some understanding of grammatical conventions.

1

Errors are frequent and impair a reader’s understanding of the written
response. Numerous errors in capitalization, punctuation and spelling are
present. The writing displays a minimal understanding of grammatical
conventions.

0

The following are categories of papers that cannot be scored: completely
illegible, in a language other than English, or no response. OR The length
and complexity of the response is insufficient to demonstrate the writer has
control over standard English conventions.

4
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Applications Score Point: 1
This “1” response takes a clear position in favor of drug testing. Even
though a clear reason is given to support the position (those willing to
play sports should be willing also to not put their lives in danger), the
development remains inadequate. Additional ideas, examples and/or
details are needed to make this response eligible for a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 0
This response is insufficient in length and complexity to demonstrate
that the writer has control over standard English conventions. The writer
attempts to provide two sentences. The first sentence is structurally
correct yet contains two errors in forming plurals (sport for sports, test
for tests). The second sentence is a fragment due to two major errors
(there for they’re is an error that leaves the dependent clause with no
subject or verb, and the for they is an error that causes the last
independent clause to have no subject). This frequency of errors in
such a brief response results in a score of “0.”

6

Applications Score Point: 1
This “1” response does attempt to address the prompt by taking a
position in favor of drug testing (pretty good). A reason is added to
support the position (don’t want someone on my team…). A related
detail is provided (I know students who play and do drugs) but is not
further elaborated. The lack of further development keeps this response
from achieving a higher score.

Conventions Score Point: 0
This response is insufficient in length and complexity to demonstrate
the writer has control over standard English conventions. The first
sentence is a complete but simple sentence that is awkwardly worded.
Although the writer’s attempt at a second sentence may be an effort to
provide a compound sentence, the absence of any necessary
punctuation makes that impossible to determine.

7

Applications Score Point: 1
Although a position is taken against drug testing in this “1” response,
the elaboration to support the position (they need to concentrate on
school work) is too brief to be considered anything but inadequately
developed.
Conventions Score Point: 1
While this response is very brief and concludes with a run-on sentence,
its first sentence is of sufficient length and complexity to allow the
writer to display a very minimal understanding of grammatical
conventions. While this sentence does contain one error in punctuation
(no apostrophe in don’t), it is structured as a complex sentence and
provides ending punctuation.

8

Applications Score Point: 1
This “1” response takes an inferred position in favor of drug testing. The
elaboration to support the position (take steroids and think they are
king of the hill) is inadequate. More details and/or examples (to further
develop the ideas of the response and provide some evidence of an
organizational plan) are needed to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 1
This response achieves sufficient length and complexity to move
beyond the “0” score point to the “1” by providing one complete
sentence of the complex variety. One spelling error is present (alot for
a lot) but capitalization, punctuation and usage (subject-verb
agreement, pronoun agreement with antecedents) are correct. To
achieve a higher score point, the response would need to provide
further evidence of the writer’s ability to construct multiple sentences,
without serious errors, and at the same time continue to spell and
punctuate relatively accurately.

9

Applications Score Point: 2
After initially opposing drug testing, this “2” response reverses course
(But on the other hand…) to support it. Some detail is provided to
develop the idea of setting a good example for others but it is
insufficient, making this response a marginal piece of writing. More
consistency in the overall plan and a clearer sentence structure and
presentation are needed for this response to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 1
Although this response presents a variety of sentences, indicative of
some understanding of grammatical conventions, it also contains
numerous errors in spelling (are for our, my for may, guese for guess),
usage (your for you’re) and punctuation. The failure to use commas
appropriately within the sentences affects their clarity and impacts the
reader’s understanding of the response. The frequency and severity of
errors result in writing which displays a minimal understanding of
grammatical conventions.

10

Applications Score Point: 2
A position against drug testing is taken in this “2” response. Although
the writer’s initial statement suggests an exception for athletes, the
remainder of the response consistently conveys an opposition to any
testing by the school. There is some attempt at a persuasive tone (it is
your decision, should be up to your parents … not the schools at all),
but the response is not elaborate enough to move beyond marginal
development.
Conventions Score Point: 2
Errors are present in this brief response. Although only three sentences
in length, the response demonstrates some understanding of
grammatical conventions. The complexity and “clean” presentation of
the first sentence displays some facility with conventions. The second
sentence’s error (you for your) and the errors in and awkwardness of
the third sentence (no comma after life and school for school’s)
indicate, however, that the writer has not attained a consistent
understanding.

11

Applications Score Point: 2
This “2” response takes a clear position in favor of drug testing. The
idea of fairness, however, is minimally developed (by referring to the
possible advantage gained through performance enhancing drugs),
and the response is repetitive, uneven and limited in its organizational
plan. It is a marginal piece of writing.

12

Conventions Score Point: 2
In this response a few errors are present in punctuation and spelling.
The writer’s understanding of some grammatical conventions is
conveyed. The lack of punctuation, however, for sentences that include
dependent clauses or are comprised of two independent clauses
conveys an inconsistent understanding. An overall lack of variety in
sentence structure further limits this response.

13

Applications Score Point: 2
This “2” response takes a position supporting drug testing and presents
several details to develop the position (athletes represent our school,
it’s not fair, they set a bad example). The lack of a coherent sequence
of ideas and expounded key issues limits the organizational plan and
keeps the response from achieving a higher score point.
Conventions Score Point: 2
This brief response is free of errors in capitalization, punctuation and
spelling. One sentence error is present in the form of a run-on/comma
splice (Athletes represent our school, they shouldn’t be doing drugs
and drinking). A few sentences move beyond the “simple sentence”
level (If they show up on drugs, they set a bad example and can’t give
it their all). Overall, the writing displays some understanding of
grammatical conventions; greater length and complexity in the
response would be needed to establish that the writer can indeed
display a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions.

14

15

Applications Score Point: 3
A clear position in favor of drug testing is stated in this adequate “3”
response. The idea that athletes represent the school and should be
held to certain standards is developed with several details. While the
idea of athletes as role models to children is introduced, it receives no
elaboration. There is evidence of an organizational plan, as the
response uses transitions between sentences to present a generally
unified and coherent sequence of ideas. More evenness in
development of ideas is needed for this response to achieve a higher
score.
Conventions Score Point: 2
This response provides a variety of sentence structures by interspersing
simple and complex sentences to good effect (In my opinion, drug
testing is a good idea. Students should not be permitted to participate
in school activities if…). However, a number of errors in punctuation,
spelling (desicion for decision, priveledge for privilege) and usage
(effect for affect, pronoun-antecedent disagreement) are present as
well. Overall, the writing displays evidence of some understanding of
grammatical conventions. Better control of the basic conventions is
needed for the response to achieve a higher score.

16

Applications Score Point: 3
A position in favor of drug testing is asserted in the last sentence of this
“3” response. The prompt is generally addressed and several ideas,
examples and details are present (will hinder their performance, drugs
are illegal, can get help so as not to become addicted). There is some
evidence of a capable writer at work (occasional use of a variety of
sentence structures and appropriate word choices). There are, however,
inconsistencies in the writer’s awareness of audience, purpose and
overall plan. For example, though ultimately drug testing is supported,
the first point of the response actually indicates that athletes are likely
to act in their own best interests and never start using drugs (thus
negating any need for testing). A better awareness of audience,
purpose and plan, as well as further development of ideas, are needed
to make this response eligible for a higher score.

17

Conventions Score Point: 2
Some understanding of grammatical conventions is displayed in this
response. There are no punctuation errors, but several words are
misspelled (athleets for athletes, illeagal for illegal, adicted for
addicted). Some skill in constructing sentences beyond the simple level
is evidenced (Some people might see mandatory drug testing as a
violation of rights, but they don’t have the right to use drugs). In a
response this brief, however, more consistency in the complexity and
structure of the sentences would be needed to achieve a higher score.

18

Applications Score Point: 3
This “3” response takes a position in favor of drug testing. The writer
displays an awareness of audience and engages the reader with an
effective style that features the use of rhetorical devices (Would you
want this image to be ruined? / You would think the same, if you want
to keep the tradition…). Initially, the school’s reputation for sports is
developed with details and examples. As the response proceeds,
however, inconsistencies in the writer’s overall plan become apparent.
The importance of the school’s tradition and image receives emphasis,
but an explanation for how drug testing helps to uphold its tradition is
brief and general. This unevenness in development suggests a loss of
focus to the writing (to persuade the superintendent of why drug testing
should be required). More even development and consistency in the
overall plan for writing are needed for a higher score.

19

Conventions Score Point: 3
This response, though brief, displays a consistent understanding of
grammatical conventions through its error-free use of capitalization,
punctuation and spelling, as well as the variety of sentences provided.
In particular, effective use of commas (to set off dependent clauses)
contributes to variety and complexity in several sentences. Variety in
sentence formation is also achieved through interspersing shorter
sentences and longer sentences.

20

21

Applications Score Point: 3
This “3” response takes a clear position in favor of drug testing and is
attuned to audience and purpose. A variety of sentence structures
contribute to fluency in the writing. The response contains several clear
ideas about the positive effects of drug testing (students will represent
school well, motivate to stay off drugs, help to quit drugs). Examples
and details in support of those ideas, however, are weak. The issue of
invasion of privacy is addressed yet developed through rebuttal (if the
student does not want to comply, they can easily refrain from joining
the activity). Although this part of the response shows the ability to
elaborate on an idea, it also works against the unity of ideas up to that
point (all focused on how drug testing will help). This inconsistency in
the student’s overall plan makes this response only adequate.
Conventions Score Point: 3
This response displays a consistent understanding of grammatical
conventions. It is free of errors in capitalization, punctuation and
spelling. Complexity and variety in sentence structure is seen
throughout the writing. Awkwardness in word choice (drugs are a
prevalent problem throughout high school students, policy could only
help the problems) and incorrect pronoun-antecedent agreement (If
the student does not want to comply, they can…) do occur but have
little to no impact on the writing.

22

23

Applications Score Point: 4
This effective “4” response clearly addresses the prompt by stating a
position in favor of drug testing and adapts to the audience. The writer
uses a good organizational plan and presents a unified, coherent
sequence of ideas. The two reasons offered for drug testing (better the
school’s image, deter drug use) are supported with effective details.
There is evidence of a capable writer at work, found in the use of a
variety of sentence structures and appropriate word choices (reflect
well not only on our athletics program but…, have nothing to hide, good
deterrent). The writer is able to produce a well-developed response
within a relatively brief piece of writing. To achieve a higher score, the
response needs more ideas, examples and/or details.
Conventions Score Point: 3
No errors in capitalization or spelling are seen in this response. Some
commas are used inappropriately or are missing but do not impair
understanding. The incorrect division of the word activities at the end of
a line affects the clarity of the writing but is a minor disruption. Both
complex and compound sentences are used at various points in the
response, contributing to the effectiveness of the writing. The writing
displays a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions.

24

25

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response contains a thoughtful approach to the issue of drug
testing. After stating that drug testing is a good idea, it shifts its focus
from the idea that schools should trust students to the reality of the
need to test nonetheless. Other ideas that follow (privilege vs. right,
fairness) are also supported with some examples or details. The writer
presents these ideas in a generally unified and coherent sequence. This
is in part achieved through a good organizational plan that includes
effective use of an introduction, conclusion and transitions. Further
development of most of the main ideas is needed for this response to
be eligible for a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 3
The presence of a few errors in punctuation (mostly concerning the use
of a comma to separate independent clauses), spelling and usage
does not impair understanding or comprehension of this piece. The
variety and sophistication of sentences used throughout offer evidence
of a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions. Sentence
structures are compound, complex and of the compound-complex
variety (The school should be able to trust its students and believe them
when they say they aren’t doing drugs, but the sad and unfortunate
truth is it can’t), giving the writing an overall impression of
sophistication and control.

26

27

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response uses a good organizational plan to present three
reasons in support of drug testing (represent school in a positive
manner, drugs and steroids are illegal, help students out in their lives).
Each idea is presented with a persuasive tone (reflecting the student’s
adaptation to purpose) and a variety of sentence structures that
contribute to an effective style. The response is well developed, with
effective details and examples for the first and third reasons in
particular. To achieve a higher score, stronger ideas, examples and
details are needed. A clearer organizational plan may be achieved by
engaging the reader more and structuring the sequence of ideas more
from the very beginning.

28

Conventions Score Point: 3
This response contains very few errors. A fragment, a missed comma, a
misused apostrophe and perhaps an overuse of the relative pronoun
that are the only conventions concerns. Otherwise, the response
displays a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions, both
through typically appropriate word usage and a variety of sentences of
differing lengths, structures and complexity.

29

30

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response takes a clear position in favor of drug testing. The
response uses a good organizational plan with effective transitions
between ideas to create a fluent presentation of the reasons in support
of drug testing (reduce pressure to do drugs, better students, school’s
obligation). While the sudden introduction of the privacy issue at the
end results in a somewhat disjointed finish, the response is generally
unified and coherent. Overall, the response is well developed with
several effective, specific ideas and examples interspersed among the
general ones. Stronger ideas, examples and details across the entire
response along with a more coherent organizational plan are needed
for the response to achieve a higher score.

31

Conventions Score Point: 3
Very few spelling (appealling for appealing) and punctuation errors (a
missing apostrophe to show possession and a couple of unnecessary
commas) are present in this response. Those that are have little to no
impact on the writing. The writer’s control over conventions of grammar
is consistent, as evidenced by many well-constructed sentences.

32

33

34

Applications Score Point: 5
This excellent “5” response uses an engaging persuasive style as it
presents four reasons (privacy, parental rights, legal issues,
discrimination against athletes) in opposition to drug testing. The
student clearly adapts to the audience and purpose and effectively
employs direct address and rhetorical questions. The response is very
well developed with strong ideas, examples and details. A clear
organizational plan is also evident. The consistent use of a variety of
sentence structures gives evidence of a confident writer at work.
Convention Score Point: 3
Only a few isolated errors in usage (if they’re legal to buy these
products…then why should you get tested) and punctuation (parents
permission) are present in this two-page response. While there is
occasionally an awkward sentence or an unnecessary comma, they
occur infrequently compared to the number of well-constructed and
sometimes complex sentences. Overall, the writing displays a consistent
understanding of grammatical conventions.

35

36

37

38

Applications Score Point: 5
This “5” response uses an engaging persuasive tone and style in
arguing in favor of drug testing. The response is very well developed,
establishing that drugs are indeed a serious problem and presenting
three reasons in support of the decision (not fair to non-users, prevent
dangerous effects of drugs, image of the school). There is ample
evidence of a capable writer as the response demonstrates effective
word choice (level playing field, proud heritage) and a variety of
sentence structures. A clear organizational plan is evident.

39

Conventions Score Point: 3
Because of the amount of writing (three and one-half pages), there are
relatively few errors in this response. Two errors in punctuation are
evident, and only isolated miscues are present in usage. Several
spelling errors are present but they do not impair comprehension or
understanding. The writer also provides a variety of sentence structures.
These include many complex and compound-complex structures (High
school sports are very competitive these days, and athletes look for any
advantage that will elevate their performance to a higher level). A
consistent understanding of grammatical conventions is displayed
throughout the writing.

40

41

42

43

Applications Score Point: 5
This very well-developed “5” response elaborates on three reasons to
support drug testing (uphold the law, extra-curricular activities are a
privilege, keeps a school well represented to the public). The response
shows evidence of a clear organizational plan and uses a variety of
sentences and word choices (query, message of apathy, emissaries) to
demonstrate an excellent persuasive tone and style.
Conventions Score Point: 3
Because of the amount of writing (three and one-quarter pages),
opportunities for making conventions errors are great. This makes the
fact that very few spelling and punctuation errors occur noteworthy.
The writer’s use of standard English conventions is strong and
consistent, as exemplified by many well-constructed and complex
sentences. While the response contains some poor word choices and
has a few examples of awkward phrasing and sentence construction,
its overall impression of control over conventions is very strong.

44

45

46

Applications Score Point: 5
This “5” response develops two reasons against a drug testing policy
(infringing on rights, hurting the budget) using a strong organizational
plan. An effective use of rhetorical questions, word choice and a
variety of sentences demonstrate an excellent persuasive style that
engages the audience.
Conventions Score Point: 3
The writer of this response displays a very strong and consistent control
over standard English conventions, as exemplified by no errors in
capitalization and very few errors in spelling, punctuation, usage and
sentence construction. While the writing in this regard is “clean,” the
response is especially rich with sophisticated and complex sentences
that are so well constructed that the reader is rarely impeded. In a few
instances, the writer has omitted a word or two or constructed an
awkward sentence, but these in no way interfere with the reader’s
ability to understand the writing.

47

48

49

Applications Score Point: 6
This superior “6” response displays a strong sense of audience and
purpose as it employs an engaging persuasive tone in arguing against
drug tests. The response, though not lengthy, is exceptionally
developed. This degree of development is achieved in part through the
writer’s command of language, exemplified by precise, powerful word
choices (absolutely devastating to reputations, passing undetected
and undeterred, omnipresent issue of privacy). Also, there is a clearly
evident organizational plan which is executed with great control,
allowing the writer to present compelling ideas and details not only
clearly but succinctly. This plan results in a unified and coherent
response. The inclusion of alternatives to testing in the conclusion does
not detract from the response’s cohesiveness, as the writer skillfully
relates these options to main ideas discussed previously.
Conventions Score Point: 3
This response has only a few errors in punctuation and usage
(occasionally lacking commas after dependent phrases, them referring
to student), none of which impair the reader’s understanding. It
consistently presents well-constructed sentences which vary in length
and complexity (Many students who are drug users could easily stop
using drugs a period before the test, passing undetected and
undeterred from their dangerous choices / If these criminals are still
given a right to privacy, why shouldn’t students, most of whom aren’t
even doing any wrong?). Overall, the writing displays a consistent
understanding of grammatical conventions.

50

51

52

Applications Score Point: 6
This “6” response effectively adapts to purpose as it strongly argues
that drug tests be required. The writer’s organizational plan is clearly
evident from the introduction of the response’s main points to the
summary conclusion, and results in a unified and coherent sequence of
ideas. The response is exceptionally developed with compelling ideas,
examples and details. An engaging style emerges as the writer uses a
variety of sentence structures (This drug test could teach everyone
many things, and it should be implemented so we can start learning
today and keep learning tomorrow) and effective word choices (wean
out, vigorous activity, “confidence booster”).

53

Conventions Score Point: 3
This response has few or no errors in capitalization, punctuation and
spelling. Rules of grammar and usage are consistently observed. A
variety of correctly written sentences are used. Many of these are
complex sentences of some length, but the writer is able to present
them so that they are readily understood and error-free (Even though
some of these individuals may want to work hard, participating in
athletics as a team member requires more than just desire). Throughout
the response, a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions
is displayed.

54
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Question 7
Officials in your school district are concerned that high school students are not learning
as much as they could be with the current high school schedule. The officials are
considering extending the school day by an hour for high school.
You are planning a letter to your principal either supporting or opposing the extension of
the school day. Identify two arguments you would use to support or oppose a longer
school day. Write your response in the Answer Document. (2 points)

Sample Response for Question 7 (Short Answer):
Supporting:
(1) Extending the school day would give college-bound students opportunities to take
an additional course to help them prepare for college.
(2) Students who need help with their schoolwork would have a chance to receive that
help during the school day.
Opposing:
(1) Extending the school day would be a hardship for athletes since practices and
games would have to be held later in the day. Athletes would have longer days and
less time at home for their schoolwork.
(2) Many high school students take care of their younger brothers and sisters after
school. With an extended high school day, these younger children would get home
before their high school siblings and would spend time at home without supervision.

56

Scoring Guidelines for Question 7
Score point

Description

2 points

Response uses two arguments appropriate to the target audience
(principal) supporting or opposing the issue.

1 point

Response uses one argument appropriate to the target audience
(principal) either supporting or opposing the issue.

0 points

Response indicates no understanding of the task.

57
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58

Score Point: 0
This response purports to give arguments both for and against a longer
school day (this is my opposing/supportive argument). However, the
arguments, as such, do not address the merits or problems of extending
the day. Rather, the writer’s statements focus narrowly on whether it is
actually possible or permissible to lengthen the school day. No real
understanding of the task is displayed; thus, the response receives a
score of “0.”

59

Score Point: 0
While this response certainly addresses the target audience (the
principal), it fails to touch at all on the issue of extending the school
day. Instead, it focuses almost entirely on part of the first sentence of
the prompt (officials are concerned that students are not learning as
much as they could be). The response demonstrates no understanding
of the task and receives a score of “0.”

60

Score Point: 0
This response states opposition to the longer school day but then
leaves that topic to propose a solution to the problems the writer
perceives with teachers. No attempt to link the two issues is apparent.
Because the response offers no arguments for or against extending the
school day, it receives a score of “0.”

61

Score Point: 0
Although this response indicates opposition to extending the school
day (isn’t that bad when you have to go until June 10th), it never
attempts to provide an argument against it. Rather, the longer school
day is linked to the length of the school year and a
solution/compromise is offered (longer school day/ shorter year). No
understanding of the task is indicated, resulting in a score of “0.”

62

Score Point: 1
This response presents one basic argument opposing the longer school
day (day is long enough). It reinforces that argument with additional
details (here from 8:05-3:05, 8 classes a day) but does not provide a
second argument. While the response ends by directly addressing the
audience, the content at that point is not relevant to the task.

63

64

Score Point: 1
This lengthy response addresses the task in its last two sentences by
arguing that a longer school day would be pointless because it
actually would not result in very much additional instructional time (per
class). Initially, the response does take a position in opposition to
extending the school day. Then, however, it relates a series of problems
with school in general (students aren’t listening, teachers aren’t doing
their job) rather than presenting arguments against a longer school
day. Solutions for some of the school’s problems are offered (send all
the kids that don’t want to learn to In-School Suspension). Because only
one of the response’s various statements directly addresses a reason
for opposing a longer school day, it receives a score of “1.”

65

Score Point: 1
A position in favor of extending the school day is taken in this response.
One argument consistent with that stance is provided (will extend the
knowledge we need to make it through life) but no other arguments are
attempted.

66

Score Point: 1
This response uses one clear argument opposing the extended school
day (would cut people’s hours down, on their after-school jobs). No
other arguments are identified, resulting in a score of “1.”

67

Score Point: 2
A position against the extended school day is stated. The response
initially argues that a longer day would be too stressful for students,
resulting in them not liking it and not doing well on homework. A
second argument in opposition refers to the impact on after-school
jobs and sports. The response also offers an alternative proposal or
solution (add a couple more days onto our year) which is not relevant
to the task. Since two valid arguments are provided elsewhere,
however, the response achieves a score of “2.”

68

Score Point: 2
This response uses two arguments appropriate to the target audience
and in opposition to the longer school day (less time for homework,
later times for sport or club activities). The arguments are specific and
clear.

69

Score Point: 2
Two clear arguments opposing the extension of the school day (classes
are long enough, take away from extracurricular activities/work time)
are provided in this response. The arguments are appropriate to the
target audience (principal).

70

Score Point: 2
This response takes a position against the extension of the school day.
It provides two specific and clear arguments to oppose a longer day
(get tired of learning and zone out, not enough time for homework).

71
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Question 13
Think about your favorite season of the year. It may be your favorite because of the
weather, or a memory associated with the season, or certain activities that take place
during the season. Explain why this one season of the year is your favorite. Be sure to
support your essay with specific examples and details. Write your response in the
Answer Document. (18 points)

Writing Applications 6-Point Rubric
6

This is a superior piece of writing. The prompt is directly addressed, and the
response is effectively adapted to audience and purpose. It is
exceptionally developed, containing compelling ideas, examples and
details. The response, using a clearly evident organizational plan, actively
engages the reader with a unified and coherent sequence and structure
of ideas. The response consistently uses a variety of sentence structures,
effective word choices and an engaging style.

5

This is an excellent piece of writing. The prompt is directly addressed and
the response is clearly adapted to audience and purpose. It is very well
developed, containing strong ideas, examples and details. The response,
using a clearly evident organizational plan, engages the reader with a
unified and coherent sequence and structure of ideas. The response
typically uses a variety of sentence structures, effective word choices and
an engaging style.

4

This is an effective piece of writing. While the prompt is addressed and the
response adapts to audience and purpose, there are occasional
inconsistencies in the response’s overall plan. The response is well
developed, containing effective ideas, examples and details. The
response, using a good organizational plan, presents the reader with a
generally unified and coherent sequence and structure of ideas. The
response often uses a variety of sentence structures, appropriate word
choices and an effective style.
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3

This is an adequate piece of writing. While the prompt is generally
addressed and the response shows an awareness of audience and
purpose, there are inconsistencies in the response’s overall plan. Although
the response contains ideas, examples and details, they are repetitive,
unevenly developed and occasionally inappropriate. The response, using
an acceptable organizational plan, presents the reader with a generally
unified and coherent sequence and structure of ideas. The response
occasionally uses a variety of sentence structures, appropriate word
choices and an effective style.

2

This is a marginal piece of writing. While an attempt is made to address the
prompt, the response shows at best an inconsistent awareness of
audience and purpose. When ideas, examples and details are present,
they are frequently repetitive, unevenly developed and occasionally
inappropriate. The response, using a limited organizational plan, does not
present the reader with a generally unified and coherent sequence and
structure of ideas. The response is exemplified by noticeable lapses in
sentence structure, use of appropriate word choices and a clear, readable
style.

1

This is an inadequate piece of writing. There is a weak attempt made to
address the prompt. The response shows little or no awareness of
audience and purpose. There is little or no development of ideas, or the
response is limited to paraphrasing the prompt. There is little or no
evidence of organizational structure. The response is exemplified by severe
lapses in sentence structure, use of appropriate word choices and a clear,
readable style.

0

The following are categories of papers that cannot be scored: off task
(complete disregard for the writing task identified by the prompt),
completely illegible, in a language other than English, or no response.
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Writing Conventions 3-Point Rubric
3

The written response is free from errors that impair a reader’s
understanding and comprehension. Few errors, if any, are present in
capitalization, punctuation and spelling. The writing displays a consistent
understanding of grammatical conventions.

2

Occasional errors may impair a reader’s understanding of the written
response. Some capitalization, punctuation and spelling errors are present.
The writing displays some understanding of grammatical conventions.

1

Errors are frequent and impair a reader’s understanding of the written
response. Numerous errors in capitalization, punctuation and spelling are
present. The writing displays a minimal understanding of grammatical
conventions.

0

The following are categories of papers that cannot be scored: completely
illegible, in a language other than English, or no response. OR The length
and complexity of the response is insufficient to demonstrate the writer has
control over standard English conventions.
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Writing
Question 13
2004
Sample Papers

76

Applications Score Point: 1
This inadequate “1” response makes a small attempt to address the
prompt by writing about spring. While a few reasons are given to
explain why spring is the favorite season, these ideas are not supported
with examples or details. The minimal amount of writing prevents
discerning an organizational structure. There is little to no display of
awareness of audience or purpose. No apparent evidence of a
capable writer is at work because of lapses in sentence structure and
simple, repetitive word choice.
Conventions Score Point: 1
This response, although brief, is sufficient in length and complexity to
allow the writer’s control over Standard English conventions to be
assessed. Relatively few errors in capitalization and punctuation are
present (omitted a separating comma in a compound sentence).
However, errors in usage are committed (to for too, in for is). These
errors, combined with the use of mostly simple sentence structures
within such a brief response, indicate a minimal understanding of
grammatical conventions.

77

Applications Score Point: 1
This sparse “1” response makes a very small attempt to address the
prompt in choosing spring as the favorite season. Very few ideas are
presented, and those are very general to vague in nature (nice, pretty,
can go out of town where I want). Details and examples are lacking to
support the ideas. The response is too brief to provide evidence of an
awareness of audience and purpose. To achieve a higher score, the
response would need more development of ideas with supporting
examples/details. Such development could allow the writer to begin to
display a sequence and structure of ideas, and an organizational plan,
through connections between those ideas or the sentences in which
they are presented.
Conventions Score Point: 1
This very brief response displays a minimal understanding of
grammatical conventions. Given the brevity of writing, errors are
frequent in punctuation (omitted apostrophes in the contractions it’s
and we’re) and spelling (preety for pretty). Although the second of the
two sentences provided is a compound sentence, the separating
comma between school and and is omitted.

78

Applications Score Point: 1
This “1” response attempts to address the prompt by choosing a season.
There is a very limited presentation of ideas (warm outside, play
softball, going swimming). This inadequate development precludes the
response from exhibiting awareness of audience and purpose or
showing evidence of organization. More ideas and examples/details
are needed to provide evidence of those areas in order for the
response to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 1
Although “clean” in regard to capitalization, punctuation and spelling,
this response is too limited in length and complexity to determine if the
writer can display more than a minimal understanding of the larger
array of grammatical conventions. Also, with only two sentences
provided, the writer’s ability to use multiple types of sentence structures
can not be discerned.

79

Applications Score Point: 1
This “1” response does address the prompt by writing about spring as
the favorite season. Although several details elaborate on why the
student chooses spring (trees start to grow, begins to get warm,
beautiful flowers start to come out), the development shows no
controlling structure. There is no evidence that the writer can construct
a sentence. To achieve a higher score, the response would need to
display at least a limited organizational plan and some use of correct
sentence structure.
Conventions Score Point: 1
This response displays a minimal understanding of grammatical
conventions. Only one spelling error is present (favorit for favorite), but
punctuation is not supplied anywhere within the response, including
ending punctuation for the one sentence attempted. Very limited
understanding of correct sentence formation is exemplified by the use
of the conjunction and to combine four independent clauses into one
sentence.

80

81

82

83

Applications Score Point: 2
This “2” response purports to explain why winter is special through a
story about basketball tryouts. However, after initially referring to the
season, the response is devoted almost totally to the sport itself
thereafter. Rather than using basketball as a supporting example for
why winter is the writer’s favorite season, the response focuses on the
game as the writer’s favorite activity (with winter merely the season with
which the game is associated). Thus, only a very small attempt to
address the prompt is made. Also, after noting the writer’s love for
basketball, the response lapses into narrative mode, presenting an
extended story about the tryouts. The response fails to clearly tie the
elaboration in the story back to basketball as the favorite activity. This
response demonstrates little or no awareness of the persuasive
purpose. Although the story is well developed with a generally coherent
sequence of ideas, the limited attempt to address the prompt and lack
of persuasive purpose make this response marginal.
Conventions Score Point: 1
This response contains numerous errors in capitalization, punctuation,
spelling, grammar and usage. Frequently these errors have a major
impact on the writing and seriously impair the reader’s understanding
of the response. There are many run-on sentences with no conjunction
or punctuation to separate the clauses. Errors in subject-verb
agreement (everyone know, reasons is) and verb tense (he took a shot
and miss, Tim had stole the ball and pass it to me) are present as well.
The density of errors within the response indicates a minimal
understanding of grammatical conventions.

84

Applications Score Point: 2
This “2” response addresses the prompt by writing about spring.
Although ideas are presented to develop why spring was chosen
(temperature, birthday, Easter, carnivals), they are not elaborated with
details or examples. Also, omitting transitions prevents the ideas from
falling into a coherent sequence and limits the organizational structure.
Further development and a better organizational plan would be
needed for this response to achieve a higher score.

85

Conventions Score Point: 2
This response is consistently successful in its application of
capitalization, punctuation, spelling and usage rules. However, it
displays a limited variety of types of sentences. Although there are no
sentence errors such as run-ons or fragments, the great majority of
sentences provided are simple in their formation. The writing overall
displays some understanding of grammatical conventions.

86

87

Applications Score Point: 2
This “2” response presents several reasons why the writer likes summer
(no school, summer camps, closer to football season). However, a
limited organizational plan hinders its flow of ideas and its cohesion.
Ideas move from one to another quickly, often with little or no apparent
connection. One reason (having no school) in the introduction is
repeated (as a sentence fragment) about halfway into the response.
Also, the writer seems unaware of purpose, referring to loving snow
(would rather be too cold than too hot). This acknowledgement of
winter clashes with the goal of explaining summer as the favorite
season. A more consistent organizational plan and better awareness of
purpose would be needed for this response to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 1
No spelling errors occur in this relatively brief response, but there are
numerous errors in punctuation (omitted question mark and hyphen in
all-out, several omitted commas). Usage errors are present as well
(rather be to cold than to hot, a all-out fan). While the writing includes
one compound-complex sentence, there are also several fragments
(most notably, “Having no school.”). Overall, errors are frequent and
impair the reader’s understanding. Thus, this response displays only a
minimal understanding of grammatical conventions.

88

Applications Score Point: 2
This “2” response centers on summer and a love for baseball. Although
there are several details to develop why the love of baseball exists
(playing for about 10 years, watching the Indians play, going to my
baseball games), this information is minimally connected to its season.
As such, baseball becomes the focus. At best this represents only a
small attempt to address the prompt. In responses such as this,
achieving a higher score could result from focusing more on how the
season and activity relate and complement one another.
89

Conventions Score Point: 2
This response displays some understanding of grammatical
conventions. While almost error-free in capitalization, punctuation and
spelling, the majority of its sentences are simple in structure.
Occasionally compound sentences are used (There’s no school, but
that is not my reason / I could care less if I had school or not, but
summer is my favorite), but more often simple sentences are provided
(many beginning with I). More variety and complexity in sentence
structure are needed to achieve a higher score.

90

91

Applications Score Point: 3
This “3” response chooses summer as the favorite season. The four
reasons given (visit with family, band camp, clothes, swimming) are
each supported with details and examples. However, the development
falters, as more elaboration focuses on visiting with family and
swimming than band camp and clothes. Also, many of the details
about the family visits are inappropriate for explaining why the visits
help make summer the writer’s favorite season (the details in the
second paragraph are tangential). Transitions are used occasionally,
making a generally coherent sequence of ideas. However,
inconsistencies appear in the writer’s overall plan. Not having school is
the first reason noted in the introduction, but by the third paragraph the
writer admits having to come to school, although it is just for band.
Overall, the writer’s acceptable organizational plan does not result in a
generally unified response.

92

Conventions Score Point: 3
Few errors are present in this response, and none of those impair the
reader’s understanding. A variety of sentence structures are used
successfully (Almost every year, in July, either we go visit them in New
Jersey for a week or they come down to Ohio for a week / I’m not very
good at it but I love just sitting there cooling off for a long time). The
only exception is a run-on sentence in the third paragraph. Overall, the
writing displays a consistent understanding of grammatical
conventions.

93

94

Applications Score Point: 3
This “3” response focuses on fall and three reasons it is the favorite
season (lacrosse, school, beauty of nature). There is evidence of an
acceptable organizational plan as the response previews the reasons
in the first paragraph. Each reason is elaborated with examples and
details, but development across the reasons is uneven. Ideas and
details are repetitive at times as well. Overall, more depth and
evenness in explanation are needed to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 3
This response displays a consistent understanding of grammatical
conventions. Errors in capitalization, punctuation, spelling and usage
are few and have a minor impact on the writing. A variety of sentences
are used mostly successfully. Some difficulties with parallel structure
are present (School is fun because I get to see my friends, plays and
musicals begin, and I get to watch football games) but do not
significantly impact the reader’s understanding.

95

96

Applications Score Point: 3
This “3” response adequately develops, with some fluency through
sentence structure, that autumn is the favorite season. Some specificity
in detail and word choice (warm hues, like they are on fire, leaves
flying all around) offers evidence of the development of a capable
writer. More depth in development of ideas and better connections
between them are needed to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 3
This response contains a few errors in punctuation (commas between
items in a series and within a compound sentence) but is otherwise
“clean” in its mechanics. It provides a variety of sentences of differing
lengths, formations and complexity (The wind feels so pleasant as I
walk around outside, with leaves flying all around / The best days to me
are when it rains and I get to stay inside and relax until the sun comes
back out). The response demonstrates a consistent understanding of
grammatical conventions.

97

98

99

Applications Score Point: 3
In discussing the reasons why summer is the favorite season, this “3”
response provides a good amount of information. There is adequate
development in explaining three activities that make summer fun (dirt
track racing, fishing, riding all-terrain vehicles) and details about each
activity are mentioned. However, a better organizational plan and
better cohesiveness throughout the response are needed to achieve a
higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 2
This response displays some understanding of grammatical
conventions. Some errors in spelling are present (opion for opinion,
witch for with, wont for want) along with one error in subject-verb
agreement (Endurance class last for lasts). Punctuation errors
(especially the omission of commas) are more frequent throughout the
response. Many of these omissions occur within compound sentences.
While some understanding of sentence structure and variety is
indicated by these and other sentences in the response, several run-on
sentences are also present. Thus, on the whole, the writing does not
display a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions.

100

101

102

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response is well developed in addressing three reasons why
winter is the favorite season (no bugs, birthdays, don’t get sunburns).
The response demonstrates a good organizational plan and attention
to audience through a useful conversational tone. There is evidence of
a capable writer at work. There is, however, a familiarity or
repetitiveness in word choices, and there are only occasional variations
in sentence structure. More variety in these areas is needed for the
response to achieve a higher score.
Conventions Score Point: 3
Relative to the amount of writing, few errors in capitalization and
spelling are found in this response. A somewhat greater number of
punctuation errors are present, most notably omitted commas for
sentence phrases and clauses. However, a variety of sentence
structures are employed. Particularly in the second half of the
response, complex and compound sentences are effectively used
(Everyone eats cake and ice cream while laughing and talking together
/ I have very fair skin, so it is easy for me to get burnt out in the hot
summer sun). Overall, the writing displays a consistent understanding of
grammatical conventions.

103

104

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response is well developed in explaining the reasons why winter
is the favorite season (snow, holidays). Each reason is elaborated with
appropriate word choice (rare opportunity, gifts pour in, a time to
cherish) that demonstrates an attention to audience. Also, the use of
transitions and a variety of sentence structures show evidence of a
good organizational plan. The response needs additional details and
examples to become very well developed and then achieve a higher
score.
Conventions Score Point: 3
This response contains very few errors in punctuation and spelling. It
displays a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions,
especially in its use of a variety of sentences of differing lengths,
structures and complexity throughout (Valentine’s Day comes, and with
it comes plenty of candy / Aside from the snow and holidays, winter
forces people to stay inside and connect with those they are close to).

105

106

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response develops why winter is the favorite season by
explaining the memories of days spent with cousins and friends. A
variety of sentence structures and good word choices (utilize a
secluded hill, simply sublime, camaraderie is like a comforting shield
against the wind) is often used, showing evidence of attention to
audience and an effective tone. The response also demonstrates a
good organizational plan that often uses strong transitions to aid
cohesion and coherence in structure. To achieve a higher score, the
response needs to be further developed using additional examples and
details and better organized with a conclusion that leaves a stronger
sense of closure.
Conventions Score Point: 3
In addition to being almost error-free, this response effectively employs
punctuation, spelling and grammatical conventions to produce a
variety of well-constructed sentences frequently sophisticated in their
complexity (There, with the warmth of home in contrast to the cold
outdoors, we play computer games and board games and all other
manners of fun things / Only when we lose feeling in our feet do we
head home). The writing consistently displays a thorough
understanding of grammatical conventions.

107

108

109

Applications Score Point: 4
This “4” response is organized around three reasons summer is the
favorite season (hot weather, how pretty everything is, soccer season).
Each reason is well developed with specific details. The response also
often uses effective word choice (like a warm sponge bath tickling you
all over, a painted picture that came to life) and a variety of sentence
structures (especially in the first half of the response), providing
evidence of a capable writer at work. More consistent use of such word
choices and sentence structures throughout the response is needed for
it to achieve a higher score.

110

Conventions Score Point: 3
This response displays a consistent understanding of grammatical
conventions. Only a few errors in punctuation and spelling are present.
Instances of awkwardness in sentence formation (Sometimes the really
little kids get tired of playing from the hot summer weather that they
just sit down on the field) are few in comparison to the number and
variety of well-constructed sentences of considerable grammatical
complexity (It’s really great to run around with all your friends in short
shorts and a tank top with no care in the world, while the sun beats
down on your body like a warm sponge bath tickling you all over).

111

112

113

Applications Score Point: 5
This very well-developed “5” response chooses summer as the favorite
season. Each reason (warm weather, County Fair, softball, the memory
of a festival) flows smoothly from the previous one using strong
transitions and a variety of sentence structures to show a coherent
sequence and a unified response. The consistent conversational tone is
evidence of an engaging style that draws in the audience to the
student’s summertime experiences.
Conventions Score Point: 3
Only a few isolated errors in punctuation and spelling are present in
this response. Standard English conventions of grammar and usage are
observed and successfully applied throughout the writing. Sentence
structures of varying lengths and complexity are provided successfully
and consistently (In spring, the flowers are blooming and everyone
begins to think of my favorite season, summer).

114

115

116

117

Applications Score Point: 5
This “5” response utilizes an engaging style to explain why summer is
the favorite season. This is an excellent piece of writing, one that
presents strong ideas (toss away practicalities and regress back into
small children) and an organizational plan that engages the reader
with a unified and coherent sequence of ideas. The specificity in word
choice (beg to differ, countless summers, infamous tennis
conditioning), in conjunction with the many ideas, examples and
details presented, makes for a very well-developed response.
Conventions Score Point: 3
This response displays a consistent understanding of grammatical
conventions. A few errors are present in punctuation but none in
spelling. The writer consistently attempts to present a variety of
sentences, typically beyond the “simple-sentence” level. In a few
instances, usage or punctuation errors prevent sentences from
succeeding fully. However, more often the sentences are well
constructed (Summer is the time for the infamous tennis conditioning,
shin splints, pulled hamstrings, and twisted ankles; somehow though,
you love every minute).

118

119

Applications Score Point: 5
This “5” response is very well developed in exploring three reasons why
fall is the favorite season (perfect weather, fun activities, beautiful
scenery). The response has a clearly organized plan that results in a
unified and coherent sequence of ideas. The writer’s engaging style
can be seen through excellent imagery (gentle swaying of the waves,
rich auburns and fiery oranges, fluttering leaves) and precision in
detail through word choice (anticipation, fretting, aspiring hopes).
There is ample evidence of a confident writer at work.
Conventions Score Point: 3
The few spelling and punctuation errors in this response have very little
impact on the reader’s comprehension of the writing. The writer’s
control over Standard English conventions of grammar and usage is
strong and consistent, as evidenced in many well-constructed
sentences (In early fall, the leaves have not turned brown or fallen to
the ground so there is not yet a need for raking them).
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Applications Score Point: 5
This very well-developed “5” response delves, with sophistication, into
why winter is the favorite season. The consistent use of an engaging
style, a variety of sentence structures, and a precision in word choice
(walking around wide-eyed, enchanted, world was muted, leave me to
my own devices) shows that the writer adapts to the audience with
great success. The clearly evident organizational structure is aided by
consistent use of transitional devices as one idea naturally flows from
the previous.
Conventions Score Point: 3
Though this response contains a few notable spelling errors (beggin ing
for beginning, leving for leaving), the absence of other significant
miscues, and more importantly, the abundance of different types of
sentences and the complexity of their construction indicate a writer
with a consistent understanding of grammatical conventions.
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125

Applications Score Point: 6
This “6” response exceptionally develops the time of late spring and
early summer by focusing on three aspects that make this time
memorable (weather, activities, past experiences). A compelling
approach is seen in the fluent presentation of ideas, even though some
transitions are clumsy. A consistently engaging style is evident through
use of sophisticated sentence structures and a powerful precision in
word choice (clings, potently seductive, transcends, dissolves, pliable,
indelible). The powerful use of language draws the audience into
sensing why the student feels late spring and early summer is a special
time of year.
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Conventions Score Point: 3
This response displays a consistent understanding of grammatical
conventions. The writer’s control over Standard English conventions is
evident throughout, as punctuation, usage and grammar are applied
skillfully within a variety of well-constructed, complex sentences. The
response contains only a few errors. A notable example of one usage
error is in pronoun-antecedent agreement (Each person has their own
seasonal preference) which occurs in the first line of the response.
Thereafter, usage and other errors are seen infrequently.

127

128

129

130

Applications Score Point: 6
This “6” response is a superior piece of writing. It is effectively adapted
to audience and to the expository purpose. The response presents in
detail the writer’s memories of several activities associated with
summer (setting up a lemonade stand, camping and fishing). In doing
so, it never loses sight of the reason for describing these activities—to
explain why summer is the writer’s favorite season. The response is
exceptionally developed throughout and provides compelling
examples, details and ideas (Spring, fall, and winter are just times of
the year that hold no significance and involve no memories for me / To
me, summer is not just a season … it’s life). The writer uses a clearly
evident organizational plan (activities, nature, memories) that for the
most part results in a unified and coherent sequence of ideas. In its
closing paragraphs, the response is somewhat less cohesive due to a
lack of transitions that would help to unify the thoughts presented.
Overall, however, there is strong evidence of a confident writer at work,
one who consistently uses a variety of sentence structures, effective
word choices and an engaging style (My scrapbooks and collages
display numerous pictures of the fish we’ve both caught, catching the
look of triumph in our eyes and most importantly the love between a
father and his daughter).
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Conventions Score Point: 3
This response contains a few minor errors in punctuation and one runon sentence. Otherwise, the response is characterized by a variety of
well-constructed sentences, many of considerable complexity (I
remember feeling so grown up and proud as we walked to the store
and made purchases without the consent of our mothers / When I think
about them, they are just a gray blur, blending together and showing
no detail). Overall, the writing displays a consistent understanding of
grammatical conventions.
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